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Robotics is a high-tech technology which integrating the mechanics, control 
theory, electronic technology, sensor technology, artificial intelligence and computer 
technology, etc. With the development of robot technology research, the industrial 
robot in automatic production has been widely used. 
At the present, the main research fields of robot are robot location technology, 
trajectory planning and optimization technology, robot kinematic and dynamics 
analysis, robot intelligence, robot control language and off-line programming, etc. 
Improving the performance and applications of the robot by a thorough research on 
robot technology is a prime concern. In accordance to the industrial requirement of 
robot positioning accuracy and working efficiency, the study in this dissertation is 
carried out around robot positioning technology, trajectory planning and optimization. 
By the introduction of visual technology, robot positioning accuracy can be improved. 
The time optimal trajectory planning method is researched and optimal time series are 
found based on optimization techniques of sequential quadratic programming 
algorithm and genetic algorithm. The robot dynamic simulation is carried out by 
ADAMS. The thesis is summarized as follows: 
1、A vision-location system of robot is built. Using the calibration results of 
Eye-to-hand camera and location method of vision system, the workpiece poses are 
transformed into standard deviation of robot tool coordinate. Then robot can finish the 
task of locating assembly by the deviation.  
2、The time-optimal trajectory planning method is proposed based on the cubic 
spline interpolation method. By setting the total runtime of robotic trajectory as 
optimization goal, and considering joint velocity constraint separately, the optimal 
trajectory is solved by sequential quadratic programming algorithm. Dynamic 
simulation of trajectory is carried out by the MATLAB. 
3、Three different optimization schemes of joint kinematical constraints are put 
forward and optimal solutions of the three optimization schemes are solved by genetic 
algorithm. Joint kinematical parameter curves of the three schemes are compared and 
analyzed. 
4、The lagrange method is adopted to establish the dynamics equation of the 

















trajectory are proposed, and robot dynamics characteristics of two trajectories are 
simulated and analyzed by the ADAMS. The results can provide reference for the 
design of robotic drive and dynamic optimization. 
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图 1.1  抓取小火车的机器人            图 1.2  Flex Picker分拣机器人 
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